
INFORMATION SOURCES AND RESOURECES 

Hi, in this lesson, we will take a look at information sources, I will take you through where and 

how we can find information. An information source is a person, thing, or place from 

which information comes, arises, or is obtained. That source might then inform a person about 

something or provide knowledge about it. In order to find relevant information as well as 

relevant types of materials and literature, it's obviously important that you search in the right 

database.  

 

1.1 Search Engine 

Most people begin their information searches on the Internet by using a search engine that presents 

the search results, text, pictures, and data, in a ranked order. You can see some examples of search 

engines here. Search engines can be useful starting points in a search process because they tend to 

provide an overview of a given subject. But you should bear in mind that we don't know which 

parameters have been used to rank the resource. The search engine may use a relevance ranking. 

Or a ranking based on your previous searches. Or since most search engines are commercial 

businesses a ranking based on who has paid the most to appear among the top search results.  

Another place to begin is Google Scholar, a search engine that includes a large amount of scientific 

literature. Including peer reviewed articles, pre and post prints, thesis, textbooks, book chapters, 

conference proceedings, reports and so on. You can find definitions of all these different literature 

types in the glossary. To optimize your searches in Google Scholar, you can add library links that 

make it easy for you to access full text articles that the library subscribes to. Your library must 

support this functionality. 

 

2.  Library 

A key source for your search for information and literature is the library. When you search the 

online catalog of a university library you basically search the entire collection of material that the 

library owns and offers access to. Here is the address of your library catalogs. 

www.library@ug.edu.gh  

Librarians will be happy to help you. Search for subject specific material in their catalogues, so 

don't hesitate if you have any questions. Your library offers without doubt some subject-specific 

guides outlining the major databases, and information resources within your field or research. Look 

for headings like subject guide, or libguides on the library website.  

Subject guides come in many shapes and sizes. But the resources described in a library guide will 

most likely include both multidisciplinary and subject-specific databases. If you feel unsure about 

which databases to consult, ask your supervisor or your librarian to help you to find the most useful 

information resources within your research area.  



Both multidisciplinary, and subject-specific databases, will contain record of the most significant 

publications within various fields of research. The content will have been carefully selected based 

on criteria such as peer review impact and relevance. You can be sure that the records in 

bibliographical databases provided by university libraries represent high level research.  

 

3.0 Sources of information are : 

i. government sources,  

ii. academia, 

iii. private sources. 

Information can be grouped into three categories namely Primary, Secondary and Tertiatry. 

3.1 Primary source of information 

Primary source of information is original documents representing unfiltered original idea 

constituting the latest available information unorganized sources which are rather different to use 

themselves. Some examples of primary source of information are journal articles, research 

monographs, research reports, patent and dissertation. 

3.2 Secondary source of information 

Secondary sources are compiled from or refer to primary sources of information. Original 

information having been usually modified selected or reorganized so as to serve a definite 

purpose or group of users. They also serve as bibliographical key to primary sources of 

information. Some examples of secondary source of information are: indexes, bibliographies, 

indexing periodicals, abstracting periodicals, textbooks, encyclopaedias, dictionaries, handbooks, 

tables, manuals and translations. Examples: indexes, bibliographies, indexing periodicals, 

abstracting periodicals, textbooks, encyclopaedias, dictionaries, handbooks, tables, manuals, 

translations. 

3.3 Tertiary sources information 

Tertiary sources contain information distilled and collected from primary and secondary sources 

to aid searcher on information in the use of primary and secondary sources of information out of 

various kinds of sources, tertiary sources are last to appear. Examples: directories, guides to the 

literature. 

4. 0 Formats of information 

Information can be accessible in three common formats i.e. print materials, non-print materials 

and electronic forms. 

Print materials include books (literature and non-fiction). A book is defined as having pages and 

a cover. Books are some of the oldest and most well-known information sources example; 

textbooks, magazines, periodicals, etc. There has been the need for the digitization of books to 

enable the ease of access to information and these electronic books (e-books) are often made 



available through the web. Some examples of e-books sources are The internet Archive 

(http://archive.org/index.php), Google Books (http://books.google.com) and The digital Book 

index (http://www.digitalbookindex.org) to mention a few. 

Non-print Materials include Audio-visual materials; multimedia ROM DVD Vast storage 

capacity provides user ability to search index, abstract or other reference tool directly  

4.1 Periodicals 

Materials that are published at regular intervals, e.g. weekly, or monthly. Examples : popular 

magazines (or general interest magazines), professional and trade magazines, scholarly journals, 

newsletters, and newspapers. 

4.2 Indexes and abstracts as a source of information 

Indexes and abstracts works contain an alphabetical list of names, topics, places, formulae, title 

of any significant item referring to material presented in main part of the work and are 

ssometimes arranged chronologically, geographically or in some other way.   

ABSTRACTS - Information usually conveyed together with indexing system to further identify 

document content which presents skeletal representation of original document thereby serving as 

a true surrogate of document. 

4.3 Encyclopedias as a source of information 

Encyclopedias are collections of short, factual entries often written by different contributors who 

are knowledgeable about the topic. The two types of encyclopedias we have are: general and 

subject encyclopedias. 

  

Hello, can we pulse to look at the uses of an Encyclopedia? 

We use encyclopedias when  

i. looking for background information on a topic 

ii. trying to find key ideas, important dates or concepts 

4.4 Dictionaries as a source of information 

Contain words of language or terms of subject, profession or vocation arranged according to 

some definite order usually alphabetical giving meaning, pronunciation, spelling, syllabication. 

There are two types of dictionaries as well, general dictionaries and specialized dictionaries.   

What do we use dictionaries for? Generally we use dictionaries to:  

i. define or give meaning to words, phrases and expressions 

ii. verify spelling, syllabication or pronunciation 

iii. check on usage, or to determine the etymological history of a word 

iv. determine synonyms, antonyms and homonyms,  

http://archive.org/index.php
http://books.google.com/
http://www.digitalbookindex.org/


4.5 Bibliographies as a source of information 

Bibliographies are lists of written, printed or otherwise produced records of civilization. They are 

also lists of works, whether complete or selective, compiled upon some common principle, such 

as authorship, subject and place of publication 

Uses 

i. To identify and verify bibliographical citation: author, title, edition and price, ISBN, 

ISSN.  

ii. To locate where the book is published, where it can be found in a library or where it can 

be purchased.  Online website or database located via its address online. 

iii. To select selection from a vast number of possibilities. 

 

4.6 Handbooks as a source of information 

A handbook is a compilation of miscellaneous information in a compact and handy form.  It 

contains data, procedures, and principles.  Tables, graphs, diagrams and illustrations are 

provided.  Scientists and technologists use handbooks in their fields rather frequently.   

Eg.  Handbook of chemistry and physics: a ready reference book of chemistry and physical data, 

52nd ed. 

4.7 Manuals as a source of information 

Manual are an instruction book, which instructs how to do something by means of specific and 

clear directions. 

4.8 Open Access (OA) as a source of information 

OA means that if the authors of a research article would like to make the content freely available 

in addition to having the article publishes, they can do this in two ways: 

 On the internet before it is published in the journal (pre-print) 

 After it has been published (post-print). 

Many universities all over the world have local repositories so that academics can make their 

research available through the library or information services website. Making your own articles 

available is known as ‘OA self-archiving’ or ‘green OA’ Publishing in an open access journal is 

known as ‘gold OA’. In addition, there is a distinction between ‘gratis OA’ (free online access) 

and ‘liber OA’ (free access plus additional usage rights). ROAR is a registry of open access 

repositories, where you can search by subject, county, language, repository name and content. 

4.9 Internet as a source of information 

The internet is a network of computer networks that operates worldwide using a common set of 

communications protocols, known as TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). 



The internet started with four interconnected computers in 1969. It was known as ARPANET 

and it was mainly used by the American military. 

In 1990 ARPANET was replaced by NSFNET. NSFNET was linked to CSNET that connected 

universities around North America and eventually linked to EUnet, which then linked Europe to 

the internet. However, it continues to be controlled by the American government until, in 1995, 

the management of the internet was transferred to independent organizations. 

Email, as a concept, dates back to 1965. However, thanks to ARPANET email began to be more 

widely used as a medium of communication.  

Today, the internet has become an indispensable part of many people’s lives and the speed at 

which it is growing is phenomenal. Visit http://www.internetlivestats,com to see the rate at 

which the internet is growing.  

The internet’s protocols offer various services and application that can be divided into two 

categories: 

4.9.1 Communication services 

The most widely used communication service is email or electronic mail. For many people email 

has replaced traditional postal services (now often referred to as ‘snail-mail’). 

A more recent development in communication is real-time voice conversations, called Voice 

over Internet Protocol (VOIP). Instead of using normal telephone lines and paying a lot of money 

for long-distance calls, you can use your local internet connection to talk to other people. Skype 

(http://www.skype.com) is a software program you can download to make free calls to other. 

Skype uses using an internet connection. If you add credit to your Skype account, you can also 

use this credit to call landlines and mobile phones. 

 

4.9.2 Information services 

Some communication services on the internet has function as information services. Examples of 

these include newsgroups, discussion groups and blogs. There are some technical differences 

between them but functionally they serve as forums for discussion by millions of people on a 

variety of topics. 

The most widely used information service is the World Wide Web (www). You need a web 

browser to access the www. Three well-known web browsers are Internet Explorer, Mozilla 

Firefox and Google Chrome. 

 

4.10 World Wide Web (www) as source of information 

The term world wide web (www) is often used interchangeably with the term internet. However, 

they are not the same thing. The www is just one of many internet applications. 



The most outstanding feature of the www is hypertext. Hypertext is the highlighted text you can 

click on to jump between websites and webpages. This hyperlinked text contains embedded links 

to websites and webpages facilitated by Hyper Text Mark-up Language (HTML). HTML codes 

also structure the information into headings, paragraphs, tables etc. 

The www consists of websites that contain webpages. There are many different types of website 

on the web but we will look at two types: 

1 Corporate websites 

2 Personal websites 

 

 


